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TEACHING ENGLISH AT PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION
Eshboeva Durdona Alisher qizi
International Islamic Academy of Uzbekistan
Teacher
Tel: +9989998767374, e-mail: eshboyevadurdona@gmail.com
Annotation. The question, whether children in preschool educations can learn English
successfully, is still one of the disputable issues in education. Some talk about the extraordinary
"absorbency" of the child's brain in the first years of life. Opponents retort that until the child's
native speech is formalized, it is not necessary to overload him with foreign words. The choice in
favor of this or that opinion can be decided only by trial. One thing is important: preschool education,
including teaching English, should not consist of monotonous lessons. Teaching with the method of
playing is the key to success, whether in a year old or in six years old.
Key words: English, preschool education, methods, videos, fun activities, games.
ОБУШЕНИЕ АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ В ДОШКОЛЬНОМ ОБРАЗОВАНИИ
Эшбоева‖Дурдона‖Алишер‖кизи
Международная‖Исламская‖Академия‖Узбекистана
Преподаватель
Тел:‖+9989998767374,‖e-mail: eshboyevadurdona@gmail.com

Аннотачия. Вопрос о том, могут ли дети дошкольного образования успешно
выушить английский язык, по-прежнему остается одним из спорных вопросов в образовании.
Некоторые говорят о необышайной «впитываемости» детского мозга в первые годы жизни.
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Противники возражают, што до тех пор, пока родная решь ребенка не оформлена, не стоит
перегружать его иностранными словами. Выбор в пользу того или иного мнения может
быть решен только судом. Важно одно: дошкольное образование, в том шисле обушение
английскому языку, не должно состоять из однообразных уроков. Обушение игровому методу
- клюш к успеху, будь то в год или шесть лет.
Клюшевые слова: Английский язык, дошкольное ушреждение, методы, видео, веселые
занятия, игры.
MAKTABGACHA TA’LIMDA INGLIZ TILINI O’QITISH
Eshboyeva Durdona Alisher qizi
O'zbekiston xalqaro islom akademiyasi
O'qituvchi
Tel: +9989998767374, e-mail: eshboyevadurdona@gmail.com
Annotatsiya. Maktabgacha ta'lim muassasalarida bolalar ingliz tilini muvaffaqiyatli
o'rgana oladimi, degan savol hali ham ta'lim sohasidagi bahsli masalalardan biridir. Ba'zilar
hayotning birinchi yillarida bola miyasining g'ayrioddiy "singdiruvchanligi" haqida gapirishadi.
Raqiblar, bolaning ona tili nutqi rasmiylashtirilgunga qadar, uni chet el so'zlari bilan ortiqcha
yuklamaslik kerak, deb ta'kidlaydilar. U yoki bu fikr foydasiga tanlovni faqat sinov yo'li bilan hal
qilish mumkin. Bir narsa muhim: maktabgacha ta'lim, shu jumladan ingliz tilini o'qitish bir xil
darslardan iborat bo'lmasligi kerak. O'ynash usuli bilan o'qitish, bir yoshda yoki olti yoshda
bo'lishidan qat'i nazar, muvaffaqiyat garovidir.
Kalit so'zlar: ingliz tili, makatabgacha ta’lim, metodlar, videolar, qiziqarli mashg’ulotlar,
o’yinlar.
Early teaching of foreign languages is such teaching, which is carried out on the basis
of an intuitive-practical approach from the moment of the birth of a child to his admission
to school.
Preschool age is especially favorable for starting to learn a foreign language: children
of this age are distinguished by a special sensitivity to linguistic phenomena, they develop
an interest in understanding their speech experience, the "secrets" of the language. They
easily and firmly memorize a small volume of linguistic material and reproduce it well.
With age, these favorable factors lose their strength.
There is another reason why an early age is preferable for studying a foreign
language [2, 8, 15]. The younger the child, the less vocabulary in his native language. But at
the same time, his speech needs are also smaller: a small child has fewer spheres of
communication than an older one, he still does not have to solve complex communication
problems. This means that, while mastering a foreign language, he does not feel such a
huge gap between the possibilities in his native and foreign languages, and his sense of
success will be brighter than that of older children.
Teaching kids is a very difficult matter that requires a completely different
methodological approach than teaching schoolchildren and adults. If an adult speaks a
foreign language, this does not mean at all that he can teach others. Faced with
methodically helpless lessons, children can acquire an aversion to a foreign language for a
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long time and lose faith in their capabilities. Only experienced professionals should work
with preschoolers.
Play is both a form of organization and a method of conducting classes, in which
children accumulate a certain stock of English vocabulary, memorize many poems, songs,
counting rhymes, etc [4, 7, 10].
This form of conducting classes creates favorable conditions for mastering language
skills and speech skills. The ability to rely on play activity allows you to provide natural
motivation for speaking in a foreign language, to make even the most elementary
statements interesting and meaningful. Playing in teaching a foreign language does not
oppose educational activity, but is organically linked to it.
Methods of teaching English for children from their birth
1. The main technique is play. In class, the teacher plays games with the children,
reads rhymes, learns songs and counting rhymes. The lesson is based on communication of
children with each other and with the teacher. At the same time, the use of the native
language is not allowed, communication is exclusively in English [6, 11].
2. Using cubes were recently adapted for teaching English. Now, along with the
Cyrillic alphabet we know, you can see ABC. The manual contains 40 cubes with English
words and depots, from which you can make thousands of sentences. The technique is
based on clarity. Each member of the proposal is located in its background. For example,
the subject is in red, the predicate is in blue. Having compiled several dozen sentences, the
child automatically memorizes the CORRECT word order in an English phrase [5, 9].
Methodology for children of middle preschool age (4-5 years old)
Each lesson in kindergarten is dedicated to a specific topic. Classes include several
types of activities: joint - in which the children learn new things, independent - to
consolidate the passed material. Children bring their creative works to the final lesson [12,
16].
There is also a mixed methodology that includes all the methods of learning English
described above.
Themed cartoons play an important role in the education of a toddler - animation
films of poor quality or with extremely negative characters can simply scare a child
away. In this regard, it is important to offer really interesting and kind cartoons, which at
the same time will be able to teach the first lessons of the English language and teach the
kid to "sleep".
For the very first acquaintance, it must be started with the alphabet. Each letter
should has a five-minute lesson. In order for the children to better remember the English, a
teacher will compose a poem or come up with a fairy tale for each letter. At the end of the
lesson, an interesting story will happen with an object or with an animal starting with a
letter.
The series of cartoons will help you to master the basic vocabulary. It would be better
if the series starts with learning simple words and ends with composing complex sentences
in English. The cartoons use a lot of computer graphics, which children should like.
Classes can be conducted:

daily for 15-25 minutes - depending on the age of the pupils,
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twice a week for 25-45 minutes with breaks for outdoor games and time for
creative activities related to the lesson.
In addition, it is recommended

arrange reading fairy tales and watching cartoons,

organize meetings with native speakers,

celebrate holidays where children can demonstrate their English skills [1, 3].
It is easy to make the basic lessons interesting and mobile by including singing songs,
exercises and outdoor games in kindergarten. In addition to standard ball games, other
material will do.
For example, the teacher lays out pieces of paper with objects vertically. Then he calls one of
the objects shown in the picture, and the child must jump to the correct picture.
Games will help you practice basic speech patterns. The simplest games that are
suitable for the entry level:

find items hidden in the room and name them.

guess what is in the bag and name it.

charades in English [13].
Kindergarten activities may include picture work.
For example, the teacher shows cards with pictures and says what is shown in the picture,
sometimes deliberately naming the wrong words. Children take turns to determine whether the
teacher is speaking correctly or incorrectly.
Another game develops memory well. The teacher lays out the cards in a row and comments
on what is depicted on them. Children turn away, the teacher removes one of the cards - the children
must guess which card the teacher removed.
Two exercises will help you to consolidate the passed vocabulary:

You need to say new words in a whisper, then loudly and stamping your
feet. The second part of the assignment especially delights the children.

It is necessary to say new words with different emotions: as if the children are
tired, as if they are cheerful, as if they want to sleep, and so on - what is the imagination of a
mother or a caregiver [14].
Thus, classes are very dynamic, 5-10 minutes are allocated for each type of
activity. Children do not have time to get bored, but they manage to master new material in
this short time, and most importantly, they have a desire to come back to class.
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